21 Predictions About How Your Life Will Be Under the New World Order [Or Won't Be Given You Do the RTR]
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How your life is going to be under the New World Order of Billy <3 and Jews if they aren't defeated?

(About the sources: Only indicative. Sources have to be understood in conjunction)

"1. You will never eat meat again. Only synthetic meat [if deemed worthy] and bugs with grass.


2. You will never own anything again. You'll rent things and not work anymore to have the right of any ownership.


Klaus Schwab: You will own nothing and you will be happy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NcAO4-o_4Ug

3. Since you'll not work anymore, you'll only be thrown a few coins from "The Overlords", as a form of mercy for your sorry ass. Call it UBI*.

*Conditions apply. You will have to be a perfect slave for it, otherwise, nothing for you. Where and how it's spent will be under full control and surveillance. You'll only buy bugs and grass to eat with it.

Source:

4. How many children you will have will be prohibited. Any children against the "Racial Unified Prototype" I.e., non UniRace or what race is decided by Jews, are to be exterminated. Probably we are going for the "Goyim UniRace", which where all people will be the same. There will be only "One Humanity".

Source:
5. You'll be forced to copulate with any race those in power want, until a singular race is created. Castration may also happen at birth, because you may copulate by accident, and further problems like Global Warming if you do that (related to the above), by creating one more idle eater.

Source:
The Changing Face of America -
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2013/10/changing-face-america/

6. You'll be injected with anything they want or deem considerate. It could be anything. You won't be asked because you're stupid and you read Fake News. Those who do not take drugs that turn them friendly or pacifistic, will have to be disposed.

Source:
Should employers force workers to get COVID-19 vaccine? Some experts say they should?

7. You will be spied upon 24/7 for any naughty or inconsistent thoughts, digitally from every corner of your existence.

Source:
Edward Snowden Interview;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e9yK1QndJSM

8. You will no longer study or filter information. An Anti Fake News AI will do it for you. If you see anything wrong, it'll be fake news.

Source:
The Impact of AI on Journalism

European Union "Tackling online disinformation | Shaping Europe's digital future"

9. You'll have a brain chip, potentially reading your thoughts etc. Or turn you into a drone. Or kill you. It all depends on if you were a good boy or girl. Or whatever, genders won't exist at all. We're all one.
10. **You'll be forced into specific sexual norms which are deemed "appropriate".**

Source:
The History of Sexuality has a Jewish Problem - The Difference Religion Makes to United States History
https://publicseminar.org/2017/07/the-history-of-sexuality-has-a-jewish-problem/

Chinese toss aside strict sexual morals of Communist era Adultery [Because these are inherent part of Communism]

11. **Since you'll own nothing, you'll also not have a house, you'll have a communal one. The Global State will move you as they please.**

Source:
A Digital Nomad, but on steroids in a global state :

Billionaires See VR as a Way to Avoid Radical Social Change: Tech oligarchs are encouraging the creation of virtual worlds as a cheap way to avoid problems in the real one.
https://www.wired.com/story/billionaires-use-vr-avoid-social-change/

12. **Old schizophrenics like Billy <3 will do to you as they see fit. They are good people after all, and harmless. Look at him he is only a good person in a sweater that speaks sweetly to you. Old "Alpha Male" leadership will begone from the Earth.**
13. Nobody will own any land or have any independence anymore.

**Source:**
Or any property of course in general:
https://www.sparknotes.com/philosophy/communist/section3/


**Source:**
Orwell's 1984. Have you read that one?

15. If you upset the peace of this perfected jewish farm, sorry I meant world, you'll be "removed". Maybe you'll go out as a "CoVid" patient, or whatever other pandemic will come up.

**Source:**
Mass Killings Under Communist Regimes:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass_killings_under_communist_regimes
16. There will be lots of pandemics, constantly. You'll live in an eternal lockdown. So adjust to this now.


He has it all planned out goyim, don't worry.

17. You don't need any friends at all. They could infect you with Coronavirus. You'll live alone. But it's ok. You'll watch only state allowed films, pornography, or education material in the meanwhile.

Source: Google Sued Over Purged Conservative YouTube Channels https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/google-sued-over-purged-conservative-youtube-channels

I can't link Pornhub here, but if you go, you'll definitely find a lot of race mixing content in the first page. It's part of the agenda of course to program you in that.

18. Having negative thoughts about Billy <3 will be punishable by what will be called "A pleasant walk", labelling as "conspiracy theorist", or Facebook will report you instantly to the Moral Police Of Good People, which will then arrest you, only to do you very very good.

Source: This site explains in depth how "Spy systems" are being used in full force to supposedly track "Coronavirus", gathering infinite data on citizens and their moves, behaviour etc. It also has information on Vaccination Passports and other bright ideas of Billy <3. "Tracking the Global Response to COVID-19" https://privacyinternational.org/examples/tracking-global-response-covid-19

19. There will be no prisons anymore, as people will be already be living in prison.

Source: An Introduction to Michel Foucault's Discipline and Punish - A Macat Sociology Analysis https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iVFtc9_AB2k

20. Any inner force of reaction or disagreement will be quelled instantly, because there will be no men anymore or any argumentative women around. There will be perfect peace among the...New species of humans.

Source: Here are 10 critics of Vladimir Putin who died violently or in suspicious ways
You'll be peaceful whether you like it or not. Sissification will be imposed upon you whether you understand this or not.

Source: They will manipulate your children either to make them trannies, or to reverse that. Either way, in the West it will be enforced as a "Cure", same as it is being done in Iran.

Iran Tries to 'Cure' Gay Children With Electric Shock and Hormone Therapy

British children in limbo over gender therapy after court ruling

But at least we defeated the Evil Hitler who wanted to take over the earth and liberate us from this. He did also another very evil thing, he was a "man". At least we have no men anymore! Everyone is a great now! The world is so safe. Muslims and such are going to be forcibly sissified to follow with our paradigm. If in the process they kill half of Europe, it's ok.

It was our duty to make them into sissies like the NWO and Billy <3 said. Welcome them all in. If they rape, kill, or loot anyone, this is only a transient stage into world love <3. They'll be sterilized also with a lot of love in the end.

Rainbow airplanes will fly above us, spraying us with happy drugs, sissifying hormones, and writing in big letters in a banner "You love Billy <3".

This is the way to freedom. We will not have any wars or any disputes like before! We peacefully are going to the slaughter, sorry, I meant New World, without any protesting. We'll finally have attained peace. Billy's Plan <3.

Billy <3, your new sissified reptilian grey hybrid Akhenaten will be your one God and King. This planet will be his little Aquarium, and everyone beneath him will be a goldfish without consciousness at all. You'll all be the same goldfish also, so that you don't feel inferior feelings from strong or powerful people. Your new leaders will be very very kind to you. Not the evil shouters and men who told you to wake up.

Definitely not Hitler or anything threatening! They will be Mr. Friendly Sweater Billy <3, and all he does, will be to do the Good thing. He'll never harm your feelings, except violate all your existence and make you cattle while killing a few hundreds of millions. But he'll do it INDIRECTLY.
For example, he'll be a proponent to the Great Reset, but NOT kill you of course with a war or an invasion like Evil Hitler did. But he'll do it in all in a friendly manner. If you disobey, he'll throw CoVid 2023, and kill a few hundred million, but by accident. A perfect dream, materialized.

Now, any final reactions you have to this, remember, do not think negative of Billy <3. Billy <3 is our friend. He's so kind just look at him in the camera, with his little smile and how weak he appears to be. He just happens to control the whole planet almost but it's ok, he's our Billy <3. He's our little cuddly bear and nothing harmful. No matter what he does he's always the cutest <3. He's not evil and dominant like Hitler </3.

We're finally entering ultracuckland and everyone should be really happy! I'm off to take all my drugs and watch my Netflix on how thankful we should be that people like Billy are going to destroy everything that humanity is, like a good boy.

Plz don't hate on this post because my feelings are going to be rly rly sad ok? Or like a GOOD BOY I'll tell Billy <3 that you don't agree with his New World, and he'll make sure you don't get CoVid by locking you in an isolation place. I'll go full ultracuck SJW on you. Dream come true!! The weak will now rule over you, strong people with a brain who think of the above things. It's time for the ultracuck to dominate and kill you all. Hihihiihii."

OR WE CAN DO OUR RTR'S AND WE NEVER HAVE TO EXPERIENCE ANY OF THESE PROCLAMATIONS OF THE ENEMY.

-In love, Billy's biggest fan <3,

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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